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The privilege of having lived my life––

of being so loved + enjoyed + respected + honoured by so many people,
of all the adventures I’ve had,
the gifts I’ve been given, and which it has been my great joy, delight to share,
the utter loveliness of so much of this world wherever I’ve been in it––
the breathtaking wonder of it;
the delight and peculiarities of its people and perspectives and customs,
the deliciousness of words . . .

I am blessed beyond measure, I am blessed beyond words.
Heaven could scarcely be more wonderful!

















I spent the morning painting the scene around me. Sunshine, glorious blue sky, the gentle rocking of the boat. I 
could stay here all day happily . . . If this were all there were to sailing, I would love it.

So much lovely, gleaming, rippling space. I think we’ll feel crowded and dusty on land.







































The sea is smooth, like rippled glass; reflections of puffy white 
low clouds gleam across its surface like a highway to heaven.

I wish I could paint clouds the way they look . . .



We sail away into a vast basin of water with islands all around the periphery. The 
sea is bordered by island after island, rock faces, forests, sandy beaches, 
driftwood-littered coves, far distant mountain ranges. And fabulous skies . . .

The conversation we share ranges topically as wide as the sea, and seems as fluid 
as the tides, its flow as fathomless, as ever-changing, as sparkling as the light on 
water, full of movement, even in its lulls.















































Certain people have interesting faces, clothes, postures; they 
are the ones I want to paint

I woke at 7 and opened the drapes a crack to see the dawn 
already well underway, beautiful cloud formations––gleaming 
silvery cream and pale peach in a blue and bluer sky even as I 
watched a few moments.





















The sea here is emerald, turquoise, sapphire, ultramarine, indigo, 
cobalt green–––Amazing to see . . .















































When we finally get into Golden, Tim Horton’s is a beacon on the beach; we join what turns into a veritable swarm of 
people queuing up for coffee & sandwiches & washrooms and a nice cool sit down at the clean round tables––Very 
Canadian . . .from the gamut of skin colour and accents to the folksiness: people chatting to one another about ‘where ya 
from’, the journey, the mudslide that closed the road this morning, the floods, the heat, the drought, global warming . . .

A young man stops the young woman in her khaki Tim H uniform to show her his new VW he’s just bought––“getting an 
engine put in it tomorrow” he says, pointing out the window across a meadow to some house, where presumably the new 
toy sits in glory. He’s wearing a scruffy black T-shirt that reads “Duct tape is like the Force: it has a dark side and a 
light side and it holds the universe together”. He has curly hair and a cheerful, open face and he joins an older man and 
woman and a little girl and an obese little boy at one of the clean round wooden tables . . .

At the table beside us is a large, tall, bearded, dark-eyed olive-complexioned man with a rich smile in his eyes and mouth. 
He seems to be enjoying the antics of his 2 young sons; he speaks with a middle eastern accent, telling us the boys have 
need to move around because they have all come from Calgary today and where are we from?

His wife (I presume) lacks the smile and the vitality and the ready engagement. She’s beautiful, but looks tired and flat 
and in another world. She wears a deep turquoise garment, lake a sari, very feminine and radiant and over it a turquoise, 
emerald and white striped wide soft cotton shawl worn backward over her front with the loose ends over her shoulders, 
so when she walks they float like dragonfly wings. She doesn’t say anything at all.

There is an older couple, probably our age, at another table by the window. they seem relaxed with each other and the 
world. She wears beige shorts and a bright salmon coloured top. He’s in a beige golf style shirt and running shoes. I 
suppose he wore pants of some kind, but I didn’t notice . . .

And there we were too, and I wonder what someone else wrote in their travel notes about us.

























This is holidaying! Sitting at an outdoor cafe table in the sunshine with an Americano and my 
journal & my happy mate doing the newspaper SUDOKU while gnawing on a lemon cranberry scone.

From here, Lethbridge seems a million miles away and our house transaction inconsequential. 
Which, of course, is what holidays are supposed to do.

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Cloudy skies most of the day––but wonderfully interesting clouds–banks and pillows and puffs 
and streaks . . .

When we arrived, the sun shone gloriously and we pulled off all our extra sweaters and jackets 
and flung them down the hatch in a great burst of joie de vie.

Lovely sunny place. Still water. Space galore. Absolute peace broken only by the necessary––
the spit and hiss of the BBQ flaming burgers and toasting buns.

Great glorious joys:
Corona with lime; taco chips and salsa on deck; idyllic conversations
Beautiful pink streaks all over the pale blue sky, reflecting on the water, making it a deep 
raspberry color.

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Maybe we’ve found Eden and we just don’t know it.








